
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Successful 
people try new things and take a risks rather than only doing what 
they know how to do well. Use specific reasons and examples to 
support your answer.

It is obvious that these kinds of questions can have variable answers 
because they depends on people’s personality and the success can 
have various concepts from persons toby persons. For achieving 
successit, there have many diverse’ ways which people can do such as 
hard working and studying a lot and taking risks. I personally support 
this statement for a couple of reasons which I explain in this essay.

To begin with, by trying new things you can gain valuable experiences 
which can help you in all parts of your life or try new things can be like 
a spark for inventing new things which means you want to take risks. 
For instance, ice cream companies have a taster person who try tries 
different tastes and they combine several things to create a new ice 
cream. It this is take taking a risk which has two sides. One side is 
success that in this example, is an extremely delicious flavor and 
receiving warm welcoming from customers and the recent product 
would be popular. The Other side is failure in the project and being 
refuse rejected byfrom the customers. 

Last but not least, although doing repeated actions helps us specialize 
us in that area, this would be really exhausting and make our life 
quite meaningless, become boring bored and reduce our creativity. 
Besides, taking risks encourages us to work harder than before 
because we know that without trying, we may encounter many 
difficulties. Also for taking risks we had better to evaluate every part 
of our decisions in order to meet the possible damage at the lowest 
rates. Taking a risk is conduces conducive to has high adaptability 
which means risk takers attain more freedom and flexibility.



Conclusively, taking the risk has become a notable part of our daily 
life and could be a dangerous gamble but it is the price we have to 
pay for success because success does not come from nothing and we 
can accesses to valuable experiences, adaptability and hard working.


